The following type of dice games has been mentioned and/or studied in the literature. Players take turns in rolling a fair die successively, each player accumulating his or her scores as long as the outcome 1 does not occur. If the result 1 turns up, the accumulated score is wiped out, and the turn ends, that is the player gives the die to the next player. At any stage after a roll, the player (she, say) can choose to end her turn and bank her accumulated score. The winner is the first player to reach some fixed target n ∈ N. We present some new results on optimal strategies and winning probability in a one or two players game. For just one player there is no competition of course, and in this case we suppose that the player simply wants to minimize her total expected number of tosses over all possible banking strategies.
Introduction
Players take turns in rolling a fair die successively, each player accumulating his or her scores as long as the outcome 1 does not occur. If the result 1 turns up, the accumulated score is wiped out, and the turn ends, that is the player gives the die to the next player. At any stage after a roll, the player (she, say) can choose to end her turn and bank her accumulated score. The winner is the first player to reach some fixed target n ∈ N. We present some new results on optimal strategies and winning probability in a one or two players game. For just one player without competition we suppose that she wants to minimise her total expected number of tosses to reach n.
Related papers in the literature are: Roters, [15] , Haigh and Roters, [9] , Neller and Presser [11] , Neller and Presser [12] , Neller et al. [13] , Crocce and Mordecki [5] , where this list may not be complete. In this paper, we present some new results and open problems on optimal strategies and winning probability in a one or two players game.
The paper is organised as follows: in Sec.2, we consider the one round problem, where a round is a sequence of tosses which is ended either if the player decides to bank (and declares the end of the current round) or else if the result 1 occurs.
Sec.3 is devoted to the mean number of rounds with target n according to the strategy she applies. In Sec. 4 we analyse the variance of the corresponding number of rounds with optimal strategy and target n. Then we consider the total number of runs and total number of rolls to reach the target n in Sec.5. I the next section, Sec.6, the asymptotic winning probability for the first player is studied, still without taking the adversary's situation into account.
Sec.7 then looks at how the adversary's situation must be taken into account. Finally, a certain strategy due to Haigh and Roters is considered in Sec.8 and in Sec. 9 we present Ferguson's look (private communication) at the problem as game with some payoff.
One round
We consider here first the single round optimisation. A round is a sequence of dice rolling by one player ended by a decision to bank or by a forced stop. What strategy maximizes the expected payoff of a round? Two strategies (or more?) are possible in order to get a maximum mean sum. Recall that the occurrence of a 1 leads to 0 gain.
Strategy 1 :Threshold Strategy
The player rolls the die until getting at least the sum k, say, if possible. Let J k denote the corresponding random payoff and let P J (k, j) be the probability that the player obtains the gain j ∈ [0, k, k+1, . . . , k+ 5] with the plan to reach at least k. Then
with the obvious initial conditions
More precisely,
Strategy 1: Total number of rolls during a round
Let R be the total number of rolls until k is reached or exceeded. We now compute the mean of R , R(k), during a round for Strategy 1 with threshold k. We havē
R(k) increases from 1 and converges as k → ∞ toR = 6, which is the fixed part solution of
Of course,R corresponds to the time until a 1 appears. Alsō
Let P R (k, ) be the probability that, for given target number k, we have R = . This yields the recurrence equations
from which we obtain for k = 20 the variance V R (20) = 3.25139253.
Strategy 1: gain and number of tosses during a round
It will be useful to obtain the joint distribution P JR (k, j, ) of J and R. This is given by the following recurrences
which allows us now to compute the correlation between J and R, namely C(20) = .6764271127.
Strategy 2
We now look at an alternative strategy, Strategy 2, which lets the player play exactly steps in a round (if possible). Using the notationP ( , u) we get
with suitable initial conditions. The mean gain is now given bỹ
which is maximum for = 5 or 6, andJ(5) = 15625 1944 = 8.037551440 . . . So Strategy 1 is better. We had expected that this would be the case because Strategy 2 is not history-dependent whereas the forced-stop loss imposes history-dependence by definition. However it is interesting to see that the difference is not large.
Target n, the mean number of rounds
We now have a target n and our objective is to reach it with a minimum number of rounds. For large n, it seems intuitive that we should use Strategy 1 with k = 20 or k = 21. But, as we shall see, when we approach the target, the strategy must be adapted. Let C(n, k) be the number of rounds necessary to reach at least n, starting the first round with Strategy 1 and round-target k. With
whereĒ(n) is the optimal expected number of rounds necessary to reach at least n. This implies
as well as the existence, for each n, of an optimal value for k,k(n) say. We must solve the recurrence (1) for each n in some range.
To be more precise, we must solve
for E(n, k) and take the minimum on k. The first values ofk(n) for n = 1, . . . , 35 obtained by this are Let us mention that, apart from n = 1, 2, the values ofk(n) are unique. Note that, for k ≤ 29, the player tries one round, for k > 29, he tries more then one round. Note also that this argument is valid since there is only one player with target n. In a competitive environment the situation is, as we shall see, more complicated. We see from Figure 1 (with n = 1, . . . , 1000, as in all our next figures) that, after some time, there is a periodic stabilisation ofk between 20 and 21, with period P(20) = 12 for 20 and P(21) = 10 for 21. However, the proof of this is not evident. The phenomenon is related with a feature of "nonconvergence" encountered in a problem solved by Bruss and O'Cinneide [4] and this is worth as being stated as the first OPEN PROBLEM 1 : Prove thatk stabilises periodically between 20 and 21, with period P(20) = 12 for 20 and P(21) = 10 for 21.
We should add saying that the general problem of a unique maximum for i.i.d. rv's has been elegantly solved by a different approach in Bruss and Grübel [3] . See also Louchard and Prodinger [10] , Brands et al. [1] .
It is worth to draw here attention to the interesting fact that stopping games involving competition have a tendancy to favor difficulties stemming from problems of convergence or non-convergence (with narrow fluctuations), as examplified in particular in Bruss, Drmota and Louchard [2] (see in particular pages 419-437 of this paper) which completed open questions in an interesting game studied in a series of papers by Enns and Ferenstein [6] , [7] , [8] .
A related interesting non-zero-sum game version of the secretary problem was studied by Szajowski [17] and another related competitive stopping problem for zero-sum games in Szajowski [16] . Concerning the dice race problem it would be interesting to know whether the optimal strategy for two players approaching both the target ends up to solve the problem of selection of a correlated equilibrium in Markov stopping games as studied by Ramsey and Szajowski [14] . Lacking experience in this field, we have not pursued this question in more depth.
In figure 2 , we compareĒ(n) with n/m (recall that m is the mean gain with k = 20 or 21). The differenceĒ(n) − n/m is given in Figure 3 and Figure 4 : there appears some convergence (with fading but persisting oscillations) to some constant K 1 with 0.22275 < K 1 < 0.22295. The asymptotic period is 22 as expected.
OPEN PROBLEM 2: compute this constant K 1 This constant depends on initial values. To check this, we have used the following Strategy 3: for n = 1, . . . , 54, we usek(n) andĒ(n) as computed previously. For n = 55..1000, we usē k(n) = 20,k(n) = 21, with periods 12, 10. ForĒ(n), the behaviour is similar to Figures 2 and 3 . Figure 5 showsĒ(n) − n/m in the neighbourhood of n = 1000. This shows again an asymptotic period of 22 with a constant K 2 , such that 0.22645 < K 2 < 0.22680 and K 2 > K 1 . 4 Target n, the variance of the number of rounds with optimal strategy
Computation of the variance of C(n,k(n))
Recall that C(n,k(n)) is the number of rounds necessary to reach at least n, with the optimal starting valuek(n). To compute its variance
and
To compute the asymptotic variance, we face a problem: if we always usek = 20, we computeṼ(20) = 111.0712987 . . . from P (20, j) and, by the renewal theorem, C(n) := C(n,k(n)) is asymptotically Gaussian, with mean n/m and variance nṼ(20)/m 3 . But we have asymptotically,k = 20,k = 21, with, alternatively, asymptotic period 12, 10. So we should be tempted to use The difference V(n)
Curiously enough, if we use the simple mean 
A Markov chain approach
Actually, we can compute the asymptotic variance for n large by analyzing the stationary distribution of the following random walk. We start at position 0, at each round we make a jump of i, i
, where is the distance to the target. We know that k is either 21 or 20. We stop as soon as we reach (or go beyond) the barrier n. If we assume that, for n large, we are alternatively in a range k = 21 (of length 10), denoted by I, or k = 20 (of length 12), denoted by II, we can compute the stationary distribution π I (j) of being in position j of range I and similarly for range II. This leads to the following stationary equations for the distributions π I (j) and π II (j)
π II (i)P (20, j + 12 − i)
π II (i)P (20, j + 12 + 10 + 12 − i), j = 1..10,
π I (i)P (21, j + 10 + 12 + 10 − i), j = 1..12
Note that no more equations are needed. Solving this system leads to
π I (i) = 0.3633246365,
π II (i) = 0.6366753635.
Now the stationary variance is given by
and this gives
By the renewal theorem for Markov chain, the asymptotic number of rounds to reach n is Gaussian, with mean n/m and variance ns 2 . This will be analyzed in Section 6.
Effect of the alternating sequence
Let us check the effect of the alternatingk = 20,k = 21 sequence: we have tried the following Strategy 4: for n = 1, . . . , 250, we usek(n) andĒ(n) as computed previously. At the end of this range, the alternatingk = 20,k = 21 sequence appears already. For n = 251, . . . , 1000, we always usē k(n) = 20. ForĒ(n), the behaviour is similar to Figures 2 and 3 . Figure 10 showsĒ(n) − n/m in the neighbourhood of n = 1000. An asymptotic period of 22 is still present, due to the alternating behaviour ofk(n) at the end of the range 1..250. There appears a constant K 3 , such that 0.2291 < K 3 < 0.2300 and Concerning the variance, the behaviour is different: Figures 11 and 12 give V(n) − nṼ(20)/m 3 . Now some damping oscillations are apparent: the effect of the alternating behaviour ofk(n) at the end of the range 1..250 is present later on, but gradually amortized.
Computation of the periodic part
Let us return to the general case with optimalk(n). Actually, we can compute the asymptotic periodic contribution in equilibrium as follows. Assume that, asymptotically, we havē for some constant s 2 and U (n) is periodic with period 22. This gives, from (2),
For n = 1, . . . , 22,k(n) alternatively 20, 21 (with periods 12, 10) and (n − j) computed as (n − j − 1 + 44) (mod 22) + 1, this gives a set of 22 linear equations, which, together with Actually, the best numerical fit between V(n) and ns 2 + U (n) (with U (n) just computed) appears with s 2 3 = 0.2137 and is given in Figure 13 . Given that we only used n = 1000, this is quite good. 5 Strategy 1: total number of runs and total number of tosses.
If we want to minimize the mean number of tosses, always using the constant threshold k, this amounts to minimize n J(k)
.R(k), minimum for k = 1, with value 0.3n. This can be explained as follows:J(k) is slowly increasing up to k = 20 and decreasing afterward,R(k) is more rapidly increasing to its6 Two players. The asymptotic winning probability for the first player without taking the adversary's situation into account.
The distribution of the optimal cost C(n) (number of runs) is given by
We have computed this probability for n up to 1000.
The comparison between Π(1000, j) and e The shape is identical when we useĒ(1000) and V(1000) instead of n/m and 1000s 2 . The winning probability P w for the first player, if both players use the same threshold strategy, without looking at each other position, is given by
and, by Euler-Maclaurin
For n = 1000, P w = 0.5097043 . . . as given by (3), and our asymptotics gives 0.5097037 . . . 
Two players. Taking the adversary's situation into account
Let P (i, j, k) be the player's probability of winning if the player's total score is i, the opponent's total score is j, and the player's present turn total is k. In the case where i + k ≥ n, P (i, j, k) = 1 because the player can simply hold and win. In the general case where 0 ≤ i, j < n and k < n − i , the probability of an optimal player winning is
where P (i, j, k, r) and P (i, j, k, h) are the probabilities of winning if one tosses and holds, respectively. These probabilities are given by:
The probability of winning after rolling a 1 or holding is the probability that the other player will not win beginning with the next turn. Using iteration techniques, Nellner and Presser, [11] and [12] , computed numerically, for n = 100, the solution as a surface which is the boundary between states where player 1 should roll (below the surface) and states where player 1 should hold (above the surface). This is given in Figure 15 .
OPEN PROBLEM 4: Obtain a direct numerical solution for P (i, j, k) or better an explicit form. Let us start with
For i ≥ n − 2, we have
and, for i ≥ n − 2, ∀j,
so, for i, j ≥ n − 2,
Now, consider the case k = 1. We have
For i ≥ n − 3, we have
This allows computing P (i, j, 1) for i, j ≥ n − 2. For i = n − 3, we have
For j ≥ n − 2, we still need P (j, n − 3, 0), this is computed below. Next, consider the case k = 2. We have
For i ≥ n − 4, we have
This allows computing P (i, j, 2) for i, j ≥ n − 2. For i = n − 3, j ≥ n − 2, we have
So we need P (j, n − 3, 0). Hence we consider
and, for j ≥ n − 2,
We have already three pairs of equations and three max-operators! OPEN PROBLEM 5: Obtain an asymptotic form for P (i, j, k).
Let us finally mention a report by Crocce and Mordecki [5] , where another viewpoint is developed.
Another Strategy 6
In [9] , Haigh and Roters propose a Strategy 6 slightly different from Strategy 1 (see also Roters [15] ). If the player uses k at position n and reaches k + 5, he continues until reaching at least k + 5 + C (if possible) for some constant C > 0. This amounts to useP (k, i) such that
The authors show that this gives a better value thenĒ(n),Ē 6 (n), say, if we choose Strategy 6, for n = 53, k(53) = 17 (as in Strategy 1), and C = 4, and for n = 75, k(75) = 18 (as in Strategy 1), and C = 5. They conjecture (using only n = 200) that these are the only values where it is better to use Strategy 6. We have checked this conjecture for n up to 1000. If we want to use a Strategy 7 similar to Strategy 1, we observe that the meanG(k) = jP (k, j)j is maximum for k = 20, C = 1 and gives G ( Ferguson proposes to look at the problem as game with some payoff. This will allow an easy proof of the convergence of the numerical iteration procedure. First of all, it is convenient to count down rather than up. More precisely, we assume that both players start with scores of n and are trying to reduce their scores to zero. So let x (resp. y) denote the number of points player A (resp. B) needs to finish. In the notations of Sec. 7, x = n − i, y = n − j. Secondly, the formulae look simpler if we use a payoff function of +1 for a win and −1 for a loss, and try to maximize the expected payoff. The probability of win is then one-half of one more than the expected payoff, Y say. Indeed, E(Y ) = P(win) − P(loss) = 2P(win) − 1,
Let v(x, y) represent the expected payoff to A under optimal play of both players, if A has x to go, B has y to go and it is A's turn. This corresponds to v(x, y) = 2P (n − x, n − y, 0) − 1. Suppose we have a situation with x to go for A and y to go for B, and suppose that A has rolled the dice a few times (without rolling a 1) with a total so far equal to k. If A stops after this, the situation would be changed to one in which A has x − k to go, B has y to go, and it is B's turn. The value to A of this situation is −v(y, x − k) . Let s = x − k and let w(s, x, y) denote A's expected payoff in this situation under optimal play of both players. Note that v(x, y) = w(x, x, y) and w(s, x, y) = 2P (n − x, n − y, x − s) − 
We may solve these equations recursively. If we are given v(x, s) for all s < y and v(s, y) for all s < x, we can use (4) and the corresponding equations with x and y interchanged to find v(x, y) and v(y, x). One method of accomplishing this is by iteration. Suppose we make a guess at v(y, x). Then we can use (4) to find w(s, x, y) recursively for s = 1, 2, ..., x. Then we put v(x, y) = w(x, x, y) and use (4) with x and y interchanged to compute w(s, y, x) recursively for s = 1, 2, ..., y. This gives us a new value for v(y, x), namely w(y, y, x), which may be used in the next iteration. To show that this method converges, it is sufficient to show that the mapping v(x, y) → w(y, y, x) given by this method has a fixed point, and that the derivative of the map is in absolute value less than 1.
Let g(z) denote the map that maps z = v(y, x) into z = w(x, x, y) using (4), and let f (z ) denote the corresponding map that maps z = v(x, y) into w(y, y, x). The desired iteration is then h(z) = f (g(z) ). 
